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Impressionism and expressionism music ppt

In the history of music and art, each period has its own style of character and different characteristics that can relate to the society from which it originated, as well as other factors or motivations in making up and/or making music. In the early 20th century, many composers, including Rachmaninoff, Strauss, Puccini, and Elgar, continued to work in form and in musical languages
dating back to the 19th century. However, coding in music is becoming increasingly prominent and important; among the most important were Scriabin, Debussy, and post-Wagnerian composers such as Mahler and Strauss, who experimented with form, tonality and orchestration. In addition, Schoenberg was also recognized before 1914 as a pemoden due to his challenges to the
usefulness of tonality (Botstein, 2001). Music is the window of the soul. People can express their feelings and emotions through music. Music can lift the mood &amp; can increase happiness ... However, we can learn a lot about our emotions through our musical flavors. Objective: Explain and explain the movement of musical responses and expressionism in 20th century music.
Debussy's music and the entire scale of the tone, as well as Schoenberg's and twelve-tone scales. Paint an image that shows the characteristics of impressed style and expression. Student Learning Efficiency ... hear earnestly to choose 20th century music; explain the elements of music itself given in the style of the 20th century; linking 20th-century music to historical and cultural
backgrounds; the melodic splinters given by impressionism pieces; According to Taruskin, as early as 1887, the term Impressionism has been used for the music of Debussy, in analogy with the famous school of French painters who had begun to develop rather early, and who took his name from a painting by Claude Monet (1840-1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first exhibited in
1840-1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first exhibited in 1840-1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first exhibited in 1840-1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first exhibited in 1840-1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first exhibited in 1840-1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first exhibited in 1840-1926 1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first exhibited in 1840-1926) called Impression:
Sunrise, first exhibited in 1840-1926) called Impression: Sunrise, first dipa Based on Deped K to 12 Music Curriculum Guidelines (2016) , responses are styles or movements that describe the visual responses of this time, especially in terms of the effect of light and color switching. One of the most important and influential 20th century composers was Claude Debussy. He is an
exponent movement of responses and focal points for other response composers. He transformed the course of musical development by dissolving traditional rules and conventions into possible new languages in harmony, rhythm, shape, texture, and color. Listen to Debussy 'Clair de Lune' by Paul Barton. (This video contains piano music by Claude Debussy published in the
1890s.) Try to taste music and excrete your imagination when you hear Clair de Lune by Claude Debussy. Overall Tone Scale – the scale (scale) of the field, each separated from the next by step (or overall step); and has six tones per octave, as shown below: Two scales of the overall tone. Encyclopædia Britannica, Style Inc. Schoenberg has always been under construction.
From Wagner's early influences, his tonal primacy gradually turned to contention and atonal, as he exploring the use of chromatic harmony. Although full of melodic and lyrical interests, the music is also very complex, embodying the heavy demands on the listener. His works were met with extreme reactions, both strong hostility from the public or passionate appreciation from his
supporters. Twelve-tone scale - The basic command for any composition is known as the basic set, the 12-tone line, or 12-tone series, all synonymous terms. The basic set for Schoenberg's Wind Quintet (1924) was E♭–G-A-B-C♯–C-B♭–D-E-F♯-A♭-F; for String Quartet No. 4 (1936) he was D-C♯-A-B♭–F-E♭–E-C♭–G-F♯-B. Listen Schoenberg - Verklärte Nacht (Transfigured Night),
Op. 4, for a sequence of sextets (1899) and to try to think of the characteristics of expression in music. Impressionism uses an overall tone scale. It is also used reserved, rather than depicted, reality. It creates an atmosphere rather than a definitive picture. It has a texture that is lutsinar and dangerous; lack of dominant-tonic relationships. It uses overlap chords, resulting in
harmonic commands and resolutions instead of traditional. The phrases reveal the composer's mind, instead of exposing the image of the environment. It uses atonality and a twelve-tone scale, lacking stable and conventional harmony. It serves as a medium for expressing strong emotions, such as anxiety, anger, and possession. Claude Debussy and Maurice Ravel were the
main exponents of the response, while Arnold Schoenberg was the main exponent of expression, with the use of twelve-tone scales and atonality. Bibliography deVoto, M. (2017). Scale the overall tone. Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Taken from Kelly, T. F. (2013). Music then and now. United States: W. W. Norton &amp; Company, Inc. Perez, V. V. et. al.
(2006). Music, arts, physical education, and health – civic progress exercises (MAPEH-CAT IV). Quezon City: St. Bernadette Publishing House Corporation. Sunico, R.M. (2015). Horizons graded 10 student materials, music and art awards for young Filipinos. Quezon City: Tawid Publishing. Taruskin, R. (n.d.). Chapter 2 Getting Rid of Gam. At Oxford University Press, Music in the
Early Twentieth Century. New York, U.S.A. Taken from Winold, A. (1966). Elements of musical understanding. Englewood Cliffs, New Prentice-Hall, Inc. Petition Tabuena, A.C. (2018). Impressionisme dan ungkapan dalam muzik. Panduan Bilik Darjah Muzik: Muzik Asia dan Kontemporari, Laman WordPress.com Web. APA Edisi Ke-6 Merujuk Tabuena, A.C. (2018, 28 Mei).
Impressionisme dan ungkapan dalam muzik. [Pos log web]. Diambil dari 1 Impressionism Klasik Muzik abad ke-20 vs Ekspresi 2 Impressionism 3 Claude Monet - Soleil levi 4 Claude Monet - Air Lilies 5 Impressionism  Matlamat Gerakan Impressionism TIDAK Menangkap subjek 6 Impressionism Muzikal Contoh: La Merv. II - Claude Debussy 7 Impressionism The Great
Impressionist of Music Claude De 1862-1918 8 Impressionism The Great Impressionist of Music Maurice Ravel 1875-1937 9 Contoh Muzik: La cathedrale engloutie - Debussy Impressionism The Sunken Cathedral 10 Impressionism  Ciri-ciri Muzik Atmosfera Bukan Emosi (Bertentangan dengan muzik Romantik) Meneroka skala lain (contohnya. nada keseluruhan) 11 Ungkapan
12 Ekspresi Jerman Perancis 13 Jeritan - Munch 14 Bunga Matahari - Van Gogh 15 Matlamat Ekspresi Ekspresi Menangkap hidup Pengalaman emosi Express ... not physical reality Expressionism also in dance, architecture, and movies 16 Expressionism Musical Example: Pierrot Lunaire - Schoenberg 17 Expressionism Notable Composer: Arnold Schoenberg 1874 - 1951
Students: Alban Berg Anton Webern 18 Expressionism Musical Example: Five Pieces for Orchestra - Schoenberg 19 Expressionism Musical Characteristics: Atonal (no key center) Dissonance (represents inner turmoil) Primal 20 Impressionism Expressionism -Atonal -Dissonant -Inner emotions -Tonal -Non-emotional -Color -Non Traditional harmony -New Sounds 21 Other 20th
Century Classical Musical Styles Post Romantic/Nationalism - Mahler, Sibelius Free Dissonance - Ives 12 Tone - Schoenberg, Berg, Webern Neoclassicism - Stravinsky, Hindemeth, Ravel Minimalism - Glass, Reich, Le Monte Young Post Modernism/Electronic - Cage Jazz Influenced - Gershwin, Copland, Milhaud Expressionism: SchoenbergExpressionism • Became popular
during the years 1910-39 • It evolved during a time of growing fascination with the unconscious and people's inner feelings • Painters and composers tried to focus on inner states of being and the evocation of extreme feelings • They may seem to concentrate on anguish , gila, ketakutan kebencian, dan lain-lain, tetapi ini mungkin reaksi mereka terhadap apa yang dilihat sebagai
kecenderungan dan cetek Impressionists.Arnold Schoenberg • Komposer Ekspresi yang Paling penting • Penggubah yang paling inovatif secara radikal abad ini • Dia berkembang pendekatan yang benar-benar baru untuk keharmonian muzik, yang telah mempunyai pengaruh yang mendalam pada semua • Dilahirkan pada tahun 1874 to poor Orthodox Jewish families. • He took
violin lessons as a child • He began to compose around eight years old. • His early works continued in Romantic traditions (Works composed before he was 25 years old). Atonality • Schoenberg felt that tonality had gone out of its use • He began to develop a new musical organization system • Initially he called this system an atonality - a keyless system, or a tonal center • In his
atonal works, key feelings were avoided by using many chrome notes • He wrote many atonal pieces between 1908 and 1915 • Music Years after tonality • For the next few years, he wrote no music at all - this period coincided with World War II • He was unsure of the direction for which music to take, atonality freed music from straightjacket tonality, but it has no organizing
principle • So far he solved the problem by either making short pieces or holding pieces together with text. • He eventually thought of the twelve-tone system. Twelve system tones • Outgrowth of atonality, but has strict unifying principles: the composer uses all notes in strict order, which must be followed throughout the division • the 12-tone first used in the 1923 Five Piano Pieces
• Since then, he used the system in almost all of his compositions. Powerful Nazis • When the Nazis powered in 1933, many Jews lost their jobs, including Schoenberg, who was fired from his teaching job at the Academy of Arts in Berlin. • As a result, he converted to Jewish religion – many of his works were based on a Jewish theme • After World War II, he wrote a survivor titled
A Survivor of Warsaw 1947, which relieved warsaw's ghetto horror (more than 400,000 Jews were systematically killed.) This text is based on a personal account by one of the very few survivors. Twelve tone mass works • After he was fired from his duties in Berlin, he moved to the United States (Los Angeles) where he taught composition at the University of California • This is a
period of twelve large-scale tones. He also wrote 2 old tonal pieces for the student ensemble. • Schoenberg died in 1951 • During his life, his music was not often performed, as most viewers found it difficult and inaccessible. • He was, however, very influential in 2 ways: 1 he was the teacher of Berg and Webern, who both turned out to be great composers in their own right, and
the 2nd development of the 12-tone system. The system affects the entire generation of the composer after him. Schoenberg Music • 3 Duration: Initial Period, Atonal, and 12-tone period • Early 1890-1907- writing music in late Romanmatic idioms - can see increased chromatic use and dissolve the central tonality. • Mid-1908-1915 - developed the idea of rudeness, but pieces of
either short, or have text that helps organize work. • 12-tone 1923 - the end of his life - balanced his revolutionary ideas with traditional form (using sonata or minuet forms - and - the form of a trio) - he later created a more independent work in form • Many composers then modelled their careers and musical styles at Schoenberg (For the entire composer generation needed to
justify composing music. Although they do not use this system, they have been available to those sound vocabulary to enrich their overall language. LISTENING • Madonna from PierrotLunaire • Composed in 1912 for voice, flute, bass clarinet, viola, cello, piano • Prescribe poetry by Albert Giraud • Individual movements share Pierrot's point of view, a very problematic clown that
seems to have fascination with power mystery • Speaks out because it reveals • Leaving tonality and normal singing style (using Sprechstimme = speech songs - the singer approaching a written pitch, combining singing by speaking) • Madonna - seemed inspired by some of the more grotesque figures in the cathedral -lyrics talking about blood, wounds, redness LISTEN • Theme
and Sixth Variations of orchestra Variations, Op. 31 • Composed in 1928 • The 12-tone method of Schoenberg Employs and has a Line of View page 343 • Used 4 times to form (in ternary form) first section (A) consists of 5 &amp; 7 steps - Central Part 5 mm. (B) – Return is 7 mm (inversion) (A) • This accompaniment is also based on a jacked • He uses a large orchestra, but
scoring is sparse (such as chamber music in texture) texture)
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